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Magpies can recognise themselves  
in a mirror. This might seem simple,  

but only chimps, dolphins, elephants and, 
of course, humans can do it!
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Disguise

Some birds are amazing for the way they look. Many 

can blend into their environment using camouflage. 

The tawny frogmouth is brilliant at this. It sits very 

still on a branch, so it looks like part of the tree, and 

waits for its prey to come to it.

Can you spot a tawny frogmouth in the picture?

Do you know which is the smallest  
bird in the world? Or how long it  

takes to boil an ostrich egg?

Find out the answers, and lots
more amazing facts, in this book.

ISBN 978-1-78464-377-5
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The Fantastic Four appeared in 1961.

Each of the Fantastic Four had a superpower.

	 • Mr Fantastic could stretch his body like rubber. 

	 • Invisible Girl could disappear.

	 • The Human Torch could control fire.  

	 • The Thing, an  

  orange rocky  

  monster, was  

  super-strong.

In the very first Incredible Hulk comic,  
his skin was grey, not green!
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The Fantastic Four appeared in 1961.

Each of the Fantastic Four had a superpower.

	 • Mr Fantastic could stretch his body like rubber. 

	 • Invisible Girl could disappear.

	 • The Human Torch could control fire.  

	 • The Thing, an  

  orange rocky  

  monster, was  

  super-strong.

The Incredible Hulk

The Thing was the most popular character so in 1962 

the comic writers created another monster – The 

Incredible Hulk. 

Every time scientist Bruce Banner lost his temper he 

transformed into The Incredible Hulk. 

The angrier he was, the more powerful he became. 
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In the very first Incredible Hulk comic,  
his skin was grey, not green!

Comic characters 1-32.indd   23 27/04/2015   12:49

Discover how comics were originally 
written for adults, not children!

Find out why comics nearly got banned!
Learn the secret origins of your favourite 
superheroes and crazy comic characters!

ISBN 978-1-78464-036-1
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The USA won the space race to land a human on the 

moon! 

On 20th July 1969 Apollo 11 was launched by a Saturn  

V rocket. 

Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first  

people ever to step on ground outside Earth.

Exploring space 1-32 .indd   16 27/04/2015   12:56
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The last moon  
landing was in 1972.

The USA won the space race to land a human on the 

moon! 

On 20th July 1969 Apollo 11 was launched by a Saturn  

V rocket. 

Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first  

people ever to step on ground outside Earth.

When Neil Armstrong took the first step onto the 

moon he said:

“That’s one small step for a man – one giant leap for 

mankind.”

The North American Space Agency (NASA) made five 

more manned moon landings.

Exploring space 1-32 .indd   17 27/04/2015   12:56

Discover how we have explored space.  

From the invention of the rocket to the first  
man in space. From the first men on the  

moon to a future on Mars. 

ISBN 978-1-78464-042-2
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In some places in the Himalayas there are zip wires

across rivers. This is a really fast way to cross the river,

but watch you don’t fall off the wire into the swirling

waters below!

Trek Himalayas 1-32.indd   10 27/04/2015   12:58

Tips for crossing rivers

1. Use a walking stick or pole to give you extra

 balance.

2.  Walk facing the flow of the water

3.  Lean forwards towards your pole.

4.  Put old socks over your boots. This will give you a

 better grip on wet rocks than walking in your boots.

Trek Himalayas 1-32.indd   11 27/04/2015   12:59

A steep climb in the mountains.  

There are ice valleys and snow-covered hills.

Anything could be up there – snow storms, 
landslides, even a Yeti…

ISBN 978-1-78464-026-2
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When Bond is on a mission he uses special gadgets 

given to him by the British Secret Service.

Q is the name of the man who gives Bond his cars 

and gadgets. The character Q was not in the original 

James Bond books but he has appeared in almost all 

of the Bond films.
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The actor Desmond Llewelyn has been  
in more Bond films than any other actor.  

He played Q in 17 films.

James Bond 1-32.indd   20 27/04/2015   12:56
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One of the strangest Bond gadgets was a submarine 

that looked like a crocodile. Bond used this to sneak into 

a floating palace.  

A real crocodile was used for some of the scenes but 

it escaped under the film set at Pinewood studios in 

England. 

It was found two weeks later!

James Bond 1-32.indd   21 27/04/2015   12:56

 Meet Bond… James Bond.

Take a look at the cars, gadgets and villains  
that have made James Bond so famous  

all over the world.

ISBN 978-1-78464-024-8
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The world’s biggest road race is the Tour de France.

It takes place every year in France and the nearby

countries. In 2014, Le Tour started in the UK.

The Tour de France lasts for three weeks and covers

around 3500 kilometres. The hardest stages are the

climbs through the mountains.

Pedal power 1-32.indd   16 27/04/2015   12:56
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Guide to Tour de France jersey colours:

Best overall time in  
the previous day’s race

Best at cycling  
the hills

Best sprinter – has  
won the most sections

Youngest winner of
each section

Yellow jersey

Polka dot jersey

Green jersey

White jersey

Pedal power 1-32.indd   17 27/04/2015   12:56

What were the first bikes like? What are the 
fastest, most dangerous and most daring races? 

Where can you take a ride in a cycle taxi?

Find out all the answers and more in this book.

ISBN 978-1-78464-022-4
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Plague doctors

In the 1361–1364 outbreak of the plague there were 

special doctors who tried to help people.

But the doctors were scared of catching the plague so  

they wore special outfits to protect themselves. This was  

how a plague doctor looked:
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The bird-like beak was filled  
with nice smelling things to protect  
the doctor from ‘evil’ bad smells.

Plague pox1-32 .indd   8 27/04/2015   12:56
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London’s last plague

In 1665 the Great Plague of London killed almost 

100,000 people in the city. 

There were so many rats spreading the disease that 

in a few months it had killed two out of every ten 

people in London. 

One year later there was a great fire in London that 

destroyed most of the city. 

One good thing was that the flames helped to kill 

rats, fleas and the dreaded disease itself.

Plague pox1-32 .indd   9 27/04/2015   12:56

History is full of scary diseases  
that spread fast and killed millions. 

Everyone dreaded ‘the plague’ and ‘the pox’. 

So what were they really like?  
Could they ever return?

 

ISBN 978-1-78464-028-6
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When: 

17 December 1903

Where: 

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, USA

What happened?: 

Brothers Orville and Wilbur Wright built the first 

aircraft that could actually fly. Lots of people had 

been trying to build an aircraft but the planes never 

took off.

How it changed the world: 

The first flight made by the Wright brothers lasted 

just 12 seconds and was only over a distance of 120 

feet, but it was the start of flying history.

3.  The first powered aeroplane  
       flight 

Days that change world 1-32 .indd   14 27/04/2015   12:58

3.  The first powered aeroplane  
       flight 

After the Wright brothers’ success, aeroplanes quickly 

became better and better, and less than 20 years later, 

planes were speeding across the skies.

Days that change world 1-32 .indd   15 27/04/2015   12:58

There are a few dates in history that  
have really changed the world.

Read about the impact of the first moon landing, 
the invention of the TV and the release of  

Star Wars. Find out how these events  
have influenced modern life.

ISBN 978-1-78464-038-5
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The spider family (arachnids) can be a scary bunch 

of creepy crawlies. Lots of people are more afraid of 

spiders than any other ‘mini-killers’. 

Very few spiders are likely to kill you. But some can  

give you a nasty bite...

Tiny but deadly 1-32.indd   6 27/04/2015   12:58

Black widow spider

The female black widow spider is not very big  

(just 40 millimetres long) but it is deadly. She often kills  

and eats the smaller male. 

Her venom is strong but she only has a tiny amount of it. 

If she bites you, it will feel like a pinprick and it might  

make you feel ill for a couple of days.

Tiny but deadly 1-32.indd   7 27/04/2015   12:58

This book only shows a few of the  
mini-beasts that can harm us. 

There are more out there... so beware!

ISBN 978-1-78464-030-9
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TINY BUT DEADLY
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Most Vikings went into battle with a long sword. 

However, some Vikings could not afford a sword, as  

they were very expensive, so they would use an axe 

instead. 

Vikings would also carry a knife and use a small, round, 

wooden shield to protect themselves.
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Most Vikings went into battle with a long sword. 

However, some Vikings could not afford a sword, as  

they were very expensive, so they would use an axe 

instead. 

Vikings would also carry a knife and use a small, round, 

wooden shield to protect themselves.

Vikings wore helmets on their heads made of leather 

or iron.

People used to think that all Viking helmets had horns 

or wings but it turns out  

that isn’t true. fa
cts

Vikings liked to give their  
swords names like Leg-Biter  

or War Flame.

Vikings 1-32.indd   15 27/04/2015   13:01

Viking warriors raided other countries,  
terrified their enemies and stole treasure  

and land from them.

Find out here how they lived, fought and died.

ISBN 978-1-78464-034-7
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